
Sheepdrove Residential         Weds 15th May – Friday 17th 2019 

Overarching objective: to explore the generative vs the extractive mindset and having brave conversations  

	

 
Wednesday 15th May 

Who’s thinking 
about what? 

> Welcome to Sheepdrove 
> Connect using change challenge wall 
> Lunch in Discussion Groups 

We start (at 11.15am) with time to read a wall of your Change Challenges – the ‘sick 
fish’. An opportunity to connect across the cohort over shared issues and post up 
offers of help and advice to each other. Note down who you need to talk to in breaks. 
A quick DG check in over lunch before substantive sessions in the afternoon. 

Sustainability of 
people & planet  

> Speaker sessions – people & planet: 
generative vs extractive organisations 

> Discussion Groups 
> Dinner with local hosts and/or Fellows 

Experts in wellbeing and sustainability join us to discuss what responsible orgs are and 
should be doing. Fellows contribute your own insight and experience. Speakers will 
also reflect on tough conversations they have had in bringing about change. Time to 
debrief in DGs followed by dinner with local hosts or just other Fellows. 

Thursday 16th May 

Working with 
complex issues 

> Walk in nature 
> Plenary and change challenge wall 
> Working session – tackling complex 

issues and system change 
> Long lunch or time for a long walk 

Some fresh air before reviewing the wall and forging further connections across  
the cohort. Building on the system change session at Manchester we’ll do more work 
with Systemcraft on further diagnosis and to identify next steps you can take. Time 
after lunch to take a walk: digest the morning’s food for thought, follow up on an offer 
of advice or just enjoy the surroundings and immerse yourself in nature for a while. 

Non-directive 
conversations 

> Skills session – coaching 
> Discussion Groups 
> Recharging batteries 
> Cohort dinner 

A skills session on the basics of coaching and using it as a responsible leader. You will 
practice in pairs focused on Change Challenges or live issues you are dealing with. 
After a debrief on the day’s learnings, time to recharge batteries: call home, have a 
nap, chi gung, a film or the offer of exec coaching slots with professional coaches. 

Friday 17th May 

Brave 
conversations 

> Walk in nature 
> Connection Event planning (in DGs) 
> Speaker session – brave conversations 
> Discussion Groups (working lunch) 

Time outside before a planning session on taking back your learning to your orgs in the 
latter part of the programme. Two leaders then join us in conversation reflecting on 
the toughest conversations of their career; followed by a rehearsal exercise for you to 
prepare the future conversations that will be required by your Change Challenges.  

Fellows up  
front 

> Change challenge wall 
> Fellows up front 
> Feedback & close 

After a session over lunch to reflect on the three days, a final chance to catch up with 
other Fellows across the cohort. Then we hear from three Fellows on their reflections: 
what they are learning through the practices and experimenting with their leadership 
behaviours. A quick wrap up plenary and on the road (by 3pm).  
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